
PaytestLab is an innovative solution designed with a strategic goal to modernize payment so�ware development and testing 
through the power of automation. It encompasses all the necessary hardware and so�ware components for a comprehensive 
automated solution, complemented by our unmatched expe�ise and implementation capabilities. By addressing various 
automation challenges, such as vi�ualizing physical cards, conve�ing device card entry options into a probe, and executing 
EMVCo L3 testing from major test tool vendors using robotics, PaytestLab delivers a coherent and e�cient automated testing 
experience for businesses of all sizes.  

PaytestLab's core o�ering, PaytestHub, is a cloud-based test orchestration so�ware renowned for its remarkable e�ciency and 
user-friendliness. It simplifies the management of testing hardware components, creation of test cases, and their execution, all 
in a single, cohesive pla�orm. PaytestLab's unwavering commitment to flexibility ensures it can seamlessly cater to a diverse 
range of terminals, pin pads and mobile POS, from small enterprises to large corporations. 

With customizable options that enable you to build and deploy superior payment so�ware and tailoring the testing process, we 
help meet your specific requirements.

 Regression Automated Testing

Test Case Repo�ing

Speed

EMV L3 Automated Testing

Orchestrate our robots, multiplexers and PaytestProbe  
to overcome the limitations of traditional regression 
testing. Pe�orm extensive regression tests without being 
hindered by time-consuming manual e�o�s. Test more 
comprehensively and e�ectively, ensuring the quality and 
reliability of your payment applications.

Obtain detailed test result repo�s that are captured digitally 
and visually in PaytestHub.

Leverage our EMV L3 Player integrated with ce�itified L3  
test tool vendors to automate your L3 brand ce�ification 
process.

Increase your testing e�ciency by up to 85% and experience 
more accurate and consistent testing outcomes.
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Benefits

Automatic Execution

Automatically execute test cases based on known 
scenarios and test data, identifying bugs earlier in the 
development cycle and achieving higher payment 
so�ware quality. 

Expe� Knowledge

Work closely with our expe� consultants to identify areas of 
improvement, suggest enhancements and ensure that your 
payment so�ware aligns with the latest payment industry 
requirements.

Scalable Automated Solutions

PaytestLab products enhance your ability to easily scale 
your testing capacity. 

Förrlibuckstrasse 66
8005 Zurich, Switzerland

info@paytestlab.com
paytestlab.com

Pa�ner with PaytestLab today and unlock the full 
potential of automated payment so�ware testing.
Ready to get sta�ed or need more information? Contact us at sales@paytestlab.com


